
Reach a Diverse Audience: Engage with over 100 high-achieving women from across the
nation, offering your products or services to a diverse and influential demographic.

Support Women's Holistic Development: Showcase your commitment to women's 
empowerment by participating in an event dedicated to fostering holistic growth and 
advancement.

Boost Brand Recognition: Strengthen your brand's visibility and loyalty by being
prominently featured in an environment that celebrates empowerment and personal 

 

ConnectHER Weekend Retreat Vendor Deck

Addressing the Whole Woman, Inspiring Imperfect Brilliance, Discovering Purpose, and Building 
Lasting Bonds

Event Overview:
The 4th annual ConnectHER Weekend Retreat is an exclusive gathering designed for high-
achieving women seeking holistic growth and connection. Curated by Tammy Barnett, this
transformative annual 3-day experience celebrates imperfection, identifies missing elements in
participants' lives, provides valuable education and resources for their next pivot, and fosters
meaningful connections with like-minded women.

Event Details:
Date: August 16th-18th
Location: Atlanta, GA
Theme: From Bud to Blossom: HER Path to Full Emergence 

Join Us For A Transformational Weekend

ConnectHER Weekend Retreat transcends the ordinary to become a truly life-changing and
holistic experience that intricately activates women across multiple dimensions—emotionally,
mentally, financially, physically, spiritually, and socially. This transformative retreat goes beyond the
surface, delving deep into the core of each participant's being to ignite profound shifts in various
aspects of their lives.

Why Vend at ConnectHER Weekend Retreat?
ConnectHER Weekend Retreat offers vendors a unique opportunity to align their brand with a
dynamic event dedicated to empowering women. By choosing to vend with us, you can:
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development.

Expand Your Network: Forge valuable connections with influential leaders and 
professionals within the community, opening doors to potential collaborations and 
partnerships.

Also Included in your vending experience:

•At ConnectHER Weekend Retreat, we believe in offering an unparalleled vending experience 
that goes beyond just selling products. Here's what's included when you choose to vend 

with us:

1.Exclusive Access to Sessions: Receive 2 tickets to immerse yourself in our enlightening 
Saturday and Sunday sessions, providing you with insights, inspiration, and networking 

opportunities that extend beyond the vending space.

2.Culinary Delights: Indulge in delicious fare with lunch served on Saturday and a delightful 
brunch spread on Sunday, ensuring you're fueled and ready to engage with attendees 
throughout the event.

3.Premium Vending Setup: Enjoy the convenience of a 2x6 foot table provided for your 
vending display, allowing you to showcase your products or services in a professional and 
captivating manner.

•Join us at ConnectHER Weekend Retreat and elevate your vending experience with these 
exclusive perks, designed to enhance your visibility, networking opportunities, and overall 
enjoyment of the event.

Join us at ConnectHER Weekend Retreat and elevate your vending experience with these exclusive
perks, designed to enhance your visibility, networking opportunities, and overall enjoyment of the
event.

Special Invite for Fashion Vendors: 
In addition to vending, we're thrilled to showcase fashion designers and creators at this year's
ConnectHER Weekend Retreat! Designers will have the opportunity to strut their stuff on the
runway, presenting their latest designs. Each designer can feature up to 4 models, with a chance
to deliver a 3-minute speech at the end, sharing the inspiration behind their collection.
*Only 3 vending opportunities available* 

Vending Costs: $350

4.

APPLY TO BE A VENDOR

https://forms.clickup.com/8404167/f/80f67-14214/YDYP7GGOIPT8M42TIU

